This press release is from M&R Puzzles and is for immediate release.
***STARTS***STARTS***

GARDEN LOVERS BRAINTEASER MAKES ITS
DEBUT AT SPRING FLOWER SHOW
M&R Puzzles, creator of the popular Sudoku Word Search puzzle books, are
poised to launch their latest book in the series, Sudoku for Garden Lovers. This
will take place at The Cornwall Garden Society’s 100th Spring Flower Show at
the Boconnoc Estate near Lostwithiel, this coming weekend 31st March and
1st April.
Sudoku for Garden Lovers is the fifth title in Sudoku Word Search series that
has taken the ever-popular Sudoku puzzle game to a completely new level. It
offers puzzlers the choice of completing the Sudoku using either numbers or
letters with the bonus of a themed word search when completed.
“Sudoku for Garden Lovers is our most ambitious book yet” says Charles
Morgan of M&R Puzzles. “We have increased the number of puzzles to 80 and
we have introduced ‘crust’ puzzles that allow for a Word Search of up to 11
letters in length”. The puzzles contain more than 300 garden related words or
phrases including some general gardening terms as well as some more
challenging botanical names. However many of the words used will be easily
found by puzzlers and gardeners of all abilities. “Fitting the names of some of
the famous gardeners and well-known gardens throughout Britain into the
Sudoku grids proved quite a challenge” commented Charles.
Kim Roscoe, Charles’ business partner adds “whilst sales of our previous
Sudoku Word Search books have mainly been in the South West, we plan to
market Sudoku for Garden Lovers nationwide and are confident that it will
appeal to a whole range of outlets that have horticulture at their core. Kim
added “So many people enjoy gardening or visiting gardens that we feel
there’ll be something in it for everyone. What better way to unwind after a
hard day’s gardening than to relax on the patio with a G&T and a puzzle
from Sudoku for Garden Lovers!”
***ENDS***ENDS***
Charles and Kim will be on the M&R Puzzles stand in the House Marquee at Boconnoc where you will
be able “road test” a puzzle from Sudoku for Garden Lovers and where their full range of Sudoku
Word Search puzzle books will be on sale. Be assured that Charles and Kim will not be resting on
their laurels. Once Sudoku for Garden Lovers has made its debut, there are plenty more titles in the
pipeline.

M&R Puzzles is a small puzzle publishing company based in Bodmin, Cornwall that has been
producing innovative Sudoku based puzzles since 2008. Charles Morgan, creator of Sudoku Word
Search is a former Civil Servant residing in Lerryn. Kim Roscoe, who produces the puzzles, is
possibly on the wrong side of 35 years in the IT industry and also runs a website design business.
Further details about M&R Puzzles are available at www.sudokuwordsearch.co.uk
Charles Morgan contact details:

cmorgan@sudokuwordsearch.co.uk
01208 872834
Kim Roscoe contact details:

kroscoe@sudokuwordsearch.co.uk
01208 77553

